Switzerland Mobility

the network for non-motorized traffic
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In 2008 Switzerland is the world leader in sustainable mobility for tourism, leisure and everyday life.
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Switzerland Mobility Foundation
Public Private Partnership
What Switzerland Mobility does

development of routes for non-motorized traffic

coordination of implementation & maintenance

signage

linking with tourism, public transports ...

communication worldwide
Welcome to SwitzerlandMobility, the network for non-motorized traffic

- Hiking in Switzerland  
- Map
- Cycling in Switzerland  
- Map
- Mountainbiking in Switzerland  
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- slowUp  
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SwitzerlandMobility Plus
- So easy to plan online
- SwitzerlandMobility Plus - registration
- Draw online route - log in

Free SwitzerlandMobility App
- Download
Development number of visitors platform Switzerland *Mobil*
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- 2008: 10.1 Mio.
- 2016: 12.000.000

50 %
Countries of origin visitors platform Switzerland Mobility

- Suisse: 84%
- Allemagne: 5%
- France: 2%
- Italie: 2%
- Divers: 7%
Yearly added value
730 Mio. Swiss Francs
transport, hospitality, food
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